
Welcome 
to the ABC’s 
of parking, 

pick up & drop off at 
River Valley School.

This list is not inclusive of all etiquette, 

but with the map (for EC) should support 

a smoother morning drop off and 

afternoon pick up.  Arguably, the EC has a 

trickier process as we are in a very dense 

area and have a lot of people to move.

When possible, park and walk in to pick 

up your children. Otherwise, parents and 

guardians must follow our very simple 

rules in the next section. 

You will find that things move much 

better when we all follow the same 

expectations, and most importantly, your 

children, my staff and the community in 

general are all safer as a result.

Thank you in advance! - Erin Corbett

PARKING, 
PICK UP & 
DROP OFF

Elementary & Early Leaning Campuses

T: 403-246-2275 

E: info@rivervalleyschool.ca

-DO NOT park or leave your vehicle unless it is 

in an appropriate parking space.

-DO NOT park or pull a U Turn at the island (at 

the EC). This is a NO STOPPING ZONE.

-Where it says No School Parking, please abide 

by these signs. These spots belong (at EC) to our 

Landlords in the surgical centre.

-Do not block people into their driveways (at 

ELC) or when parking in the neighborhood.

-Drive Slowly in the area! 30 Km is the fastest 

anyone should be driving on our surrounding 

streets & parking lots should be 10-15 Km.

-BE AWARE of the people, big and small, that are 

crossing parking lots & streets. 

-BE AWARE of vehicles if you are a pedestrian in 

parking lots & streets.

- Please remember that we have neighbours who 

need to get places as well and be respectful even 

if they aren’t always.

-Be calm and patient when others forget good 

etiquette, remembering that little people are 

watching & listening.

-Call the school and speak with Administration 

about questions or concerns.
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